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CLIENT SUCCESS STORIES!

7th Largest School District in the United States
DB2 9.5 on AIX Success Story. IBM and StorageTek storage. Mainframe migration! 
PeopleSoft Rescue! This large school district has over 28,000 employees and runs 
DB2 LUW on AIX with N-Series and StorageTek storage. GTS1 was called to rescue a 
failed PeopleSoft HR and Financials implementation.  Checks couldn’t be produced, 
General Ledger was taking days to complete and time administration and purchase 

orders were running for hours and hours. GTS1 was able to tune all critical PeopleSoft processes and queries to 
resolve the crisis. GTS1 took several 28 HR queries down to sub-second! Later GTS1 was called to assist with 
migration of the Educational Data Warehouse from DB2 for z/OS to DB2 v9.5 on AIX. GTS1 sized the hardware 
and provided the requisite tablespace disk configuration to meet throughput requirements. GTS1 tuned the AIX 
6.1 OS to provide maximum performance. GTS1 implemented IBM N-Series disk snapshot capability to provide 
a read-only database for reporting purposes. GTS1 completed the migration ahead of schedule and under 
budget! The district realized significant DB2 for z/OS licensing savings and realized improved performance by 
migrating to DB2 LUW 9.5 on AIX 6.1.

Specialized Publishing Company
DB2 9.5 on SUSE Linux Success Story. Hitachi storage. MySQL Migration! This 
scholastic yearbook company was having difficulty running their application on 
MySQL and brought GTS1 into rescue a failed migration from MySQL to DB2 9.1. GTS1 
assisted the client in migrating from MySQL to DB2 9.5 (first IBM client on DB2 9.5) 
on SUSE Linux 10 SP1. GTS1 consultant configured DB2 and the SUSE Linux OS for 

maximum performance and the client was able to migrate from MySQL to DB2 9.5 successfully. This was 
accomplished in a short amount of time to meet client business objectives. GTS1 fixed several long running 
queries and optimized the SQL and index design for DB2. GTS1 configured the production database for High 
Availability Disaster Recovery (HADR) and as a result of GTS1 expertise, the client was able to achieve over 
2,000 transactions per second and enabled them to meet their peak processing demand with plenty of CPU 
and memory to spare!

Very Large Human Resources Company
DB2 7.2, 8.1 on SOLARIS. EMC Storage. In-House application Rescue! This high 
visibility Fortune 100 client was in desperate straits and close to losing a major 
financial services firm customer due to lousy DB2 performance. GTS1 consultant 
arrived onsite and started initial monitoring and tuning efforts. Lots of suboptimal SQL 
were identified and many database and tablespace storage configuration problems 

were identified. Additionally it was learned that all the DBAs were Oracle or mainframe DBAs and had never 
been trained on DB2 for LUW! GTS1 consultant aggressively tuned SQL and got the problems under control 
and presented management with a plan for conducting knowledge transfer for the DBAs and to conduct 
continued routine and exception based monitoring. GTS1 reconfigured tablespace containers and rewrote SQL 
and redesigned indexes to gain even further improvements. GTS1 consultant tuned DB2 to take advantage of 
additional bufferpool memory and achieved substantial performance improvements. Upon completion of the 
tuning and knowledge transfer effort, this client was able to keep their customer and exceed expectations!

Medical Devices Company
DB2 9.7 on SUSE Linux 11, IBM Storage. Tivoli System Automation for Multiplatforms 
(TSAMP) Clustering and HADR Implementation. This fast growing medical services 
company wanted to limit their exposure to outages and brought GTS1 in to install, 
configure and implement TSAMP clustering that comes with DB2 9.7 ESE along with 
setting up HADR for high availability disaster recovery for their DR solution. GTS1 

consultant installed, configured and customized TSAMP using the DB2 High Availability Instance Configuration 
Utility (db2haicu) and expert knowledge. GTS1 conducted failover/failback testing for various failure scenarios 
and provided documentation for the DBA to use to monitor the state of the cluster, start/stop the cluster, move 
the cluster, list resources and resource groups, and start/stop DB2 and HADR.  
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Large Commercial Bus Manufacturer
DB2 9.1 on AIX Success Story. EMC storage. BAAN Rescue! GTS1 tuned an existing 
DB2 9.1 environment on AIX 5.3 running BAAN MRP software for a very large commercial 
bus manufacturer. GTS1 was called in to rescue a failing BAAN MRP implementation. 
Processes were running forever and the factory could not keep their production line going 
due to the Material Requirements Planning process not completing or not completing in 

enough time to support the factory. GTS1 consultants immediately set out to monitor and tune the database and 
SQL using custom monitoring scripts and expert knowledge. Within days GTS1 had the MRP process completing 
in record time and manufacturing was back to normal, in fact they were able to increase the production line 
throughput!

NASA
DB2 8.2 on SOLARIS Success Story. GTS1 was called in by the engineering services 
subcontractor to migrate DB2 8.1 on Solaris to DB2 8.2 on Solaris. The DB2 database 
was used to record and track engineering change proposals for the solid rocket booster 
and was a critical piece in the configuration management of the rocket boosters. GTS1 
consultant was able to accomplish the upgrade in less than 2 days and the agency was 

able to complete its mission.

Large Financial Services/Consumer Lending Company
DB2 8.1, 8.2, 9.1, 9.5, 9.7 on Windows Success Story.  IBM storage. Outsourced to 
GTS1! This leading company in consumer lending/payday loans outsourced there DB2 8.1 
for Windows support to GTS1 in 2006 and has been growing by leaps and bounds ever 
since. GTS1 provides all DB2 monitoring and tuning, as well as upgrades, migrations, 
capacity planning, SQL review, SQL tuning, expertise to developers and high availability 

and disaster recover planning. This client has 4 production database, two on 9.7 and two on 9.5. GTS1 migrated 
these databases from 8.1 to there present configurations over the last 5 ½ years. When first called to assist the 
client could not keep DB2 up for more than 1 day. After GTS1 initial tuning effort and update of configuration 
parameters, this client has been able to keep DB2 up for over 365 days straight. GTS1 makes maximum use of 
our expertise, online reorgs and other expert schema knowledge to achieve this very high level of availability. 

Large Privately Held Window, Door and Truss Manufacturer 
DB2 8.1, 8.2, 9.1 on Windows Success Story, IBM Storage. Outsourced to GTS1! JD 
Edwards Rescue! This large family held manufacturer deep in the South had replaced 
their old MRP system with a state of the art JD Edwards MRP solution. Immediately after 
the implementation, the company could not produce bill of materials and could not track 
their inventory and the MRP process was running late or not finishing at all. GTS1 received 

a call and a GTS1 consultant was on a plane the next morning to rescue this failed JD Edwards implementation.  
After some quick initial monitoring, GTS1 consultant made many DBM and DB configuration changes and started 
tuning SQL with our customized scripts and expert knowledge of the DB2 optimizer and index design. Within 4 
hours the crisis was over and the MRP process was humming along and finishing 
early. They could even start cutting checks to pay vendors!  This client outsourced to 
GTS1 have since been able to meet all their business objectives. 

Large State Department of Education Agency
DB2 7.2, 8.1, 8.2, 9.1, 9.5 on AIX. IBM Storage. In-house application Rescue!  This very 
large state education agency uses DB2 to process and store all the demographics for every 
student in the state. Due to the nature of federal educational reporting requirements, 
this system has to be able to handle peak reporting activity on a quarterly basis. GTS1 
was called to come rescue this agency during one such reporting period during which 

processing could not keep up with statewide submissions. GTS1 consultant reconfigured the DB2 instance, 
storage, memory and bufferpools and then concentrated on tuning a large number of suboptimal SQL queries 
using customized scripts and expert SQL knowledge and expert DB2 knowledge. In a short time GTS1 had things 
under control and processing completed in record time. For the last 10 years GTS1 has been reviewing this 
system on at least a yearly basis and providing SQL tuning as needed. GTS1 also assists the client with capacity 
planning, disk storage optimization and ongoing DB2 planning. 

Large State Student Loan/Higher Education Assistance Agency
DB2 5.2, 6.1, 7.1, 7.2, 8.1, 8.2 , 9.1, 9.5 on Windows.  Dell Storage. Mainframe Migration 
and In-house application Rescue!  Initially this engagement started out as a DB2 for z/
OS v7 DDF and WLM tuning engagement. However, upon arrival at the site, the client had 
changed their mind and wanted GTS1 to migrate the application from DB2 for z/OS to DB2 
5.2 on Windows.  This required GTS1 consultant to quickly define a server and disk storage 

architecture and develop a migration plan and a knowledge transfer strategy to get the mainframe DB2 DBAs 
trained on DB2 for LUW. By working many long hours and many nights, within one week GTS1 consultant had the 
in-house student loan application running on DB2 on Windows and had conducted initial knowledge transfer with 
the in-house and contractor DB2 mainframe DBAs. GTS1 has continued to work with this client over the past 10 
years and the client has been very successful using DB2 on Windows!

Very Large Oil Additives Corporation
DB2 8.1, 8.2, 9.1, 9.5 on Windows. HP Storage. Mainframe Migration! This client’s 
corporate strategy was to move off the mainframe and move all applications to either 
DB2 or SQL Server. GTS1 consultant was brought in to size DB2 database servers and 
storage, and develop an implementation plan. Upon plan approval, GTS1 was given the 
job of setting up the production DB2 8.1 databases on Windows and assisting the DB2 for 

z/OS DBA with the data migration. GTS1 consultant conducted on-the-job training and knowledge transfer for 
the mainframe DBA, manager and infrastructure engineers on DB2 8.1 for Windows. GTS1 consultant monitored 
application testing and verified the DB2 8.1 on Windows design prior to the company pulling the plug on the 
mainframe. GTS1 consultant worked on the client team to complete the migration and has conducted annual 
visits to upgrade to latest DB2 versions or to assist DB2 DBAs with additional application migrations to DB2 on 
Windows. 

Retail Loan, New Car Financing Company
DB2 9.1 on Red Hat Linux. Dell Storage. Firebird Migration! This client found GTS1 
through the IBM Business Partner program and brought GTS1 in to do initial DB2 install 
and configuration and to conduct knowledge transfer for Firebird developers. The Firebird 
database had become too big and the client could no longer back it up and the client 
required a more robust database architecture. GTS1 consultant conducted knowledge 

transfer and SQL tuning after migration to DB2. The client has gone on to exceed revenue objectives!
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